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ABSTRACT 
A body of theory for K-real and K-hermitian matrices is developed. Some basic 
results for these matrices, their spectral properties, and characterizations of linear 
transformations which preserve them are given. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We denote the space of n x n complex matrices by .&” and the subset of 
hermitian [skew-hermitian] matrices by 2$ [Xm- 1. Let K be a fixed product 
of disjoint transpositions in S, (hence, involutory), and let K be the associ- 
ated permutation matrix. A matrix A E .&n is said to be K-hermitian [skew- 
K-hermitian] if and only if aij = Z,(jj,K(ij [ aij = - Z,(jj,K(iJ, i, j = 1,. . . , n, and 
K-real [skew-K-real] if and only if aij = EKcij K(jj [ ajj = - EKcij K(jJ, i, j = 
1 , . . .,n. We denote the set of K-hermitian [skew-rc-hermitian] matrices by 
XXn [X2?-], and the set of K-real [skew-K-real] matrices by X29n 
[G~ZZ?~-]. When stating results which hold in both 252” and X9,,, our 
convention will be merely to state the result as holding in XT”. 
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This paper presents a unifying theory which generalizes many results for 
hermitian, perhermitian, real, and centrohermitian matrices. Some of this 
theory extends the corresponding results in all four of these subclasses; the 
rest partitions into K-hermitian and K-real results. Note that hermitian 
matrices and perhermitian matrices (cf. [S]) are special cases of K-hermitian 
matrices with I = i and K(i) = n - i + 1, respectively. Also, real matrices 
and centrohermitian matrices (cf. [7]) are special cases of K-real matrices 
with K(i) = i and K(i) = n - i + 1, respectively. 
Intentionally retaining the organizational pattern of [7] and [S], this paper 
develops basic results and spectral properties for, and concludes with charac- 
terizations of linear transformations which preserve, K-hermitian and K-real 
matrices. 
2. BASIC RESULTS 
In this section we shall enumerate many of the basic facts concerning 
K-hermitian and K-real matrices beginning with a characterization. Charac- 
terizations (ii) and (ii’) are particularly useful in verifying many of the results 
which follow. 
2.1. For A E A,,, the following are equivalent: 
(i) AEJZ~“, (i’) A EX’?%‘~, 
- 
(ii) A = KA* K, (ii’) A = KAK, 
(iii) KA E X”, (iii’) KA E.Z~“, 
(iv) AK E Xn, (iv’) AK E.X~“, 
(v) iAE.X”“-, (v’) iAEX%‘~-. 
We observe that if A EXE”, then so are A, A*, and A”. Also, by (ii) 
[(ii’)], any matrix A E.GZZ” [x/se,] is seen to be unitarily similar to its 
conjugate transpose A* [conjugate A]. Further, by (v) and (v’), results for 
XZn- may be immediately obtained from those for ZZn, and conversely. 
2.2. VA,,. .., A, EZZ~ [.XZnP] and cl,.. .,c, E R, then ET=lCjAj E 
ZLq WE”,- I. It f II o ows that .ZZ” and XX”- are both real vector 
spaces. 
2.3. The dimension of ZE” over R is n ‘. To facilitate an explicit listing 
of a basis, we let N=(l,...,n), A={j~N]j=K(j)l, and B={jE 
N]j<K(j)}. Ab asis for JZZn is then given by the n2 matrices in the union 
of IEj,K(j)lj E N), IEj, + EK(k),K(j)Ij, k E N, k < K(j)), and {iEj, - iEK(kj.K(jjI 
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j, k E N, k < K(j)}. Similarly, a basis for 3%‘” is given by the n2 matrices in 
the union of (Ejk I j, k E A], IEj, + EKCj),K(kj] j E B, k E N], {iEjk - iEKCjXKCk) 
(j E B, k E N], {Ej, + Ej,%(k)(j E A, k E B], and {iEj, - iEj,KCk)( j E A, 
k E B}. 
Using results 2.1(v) and 2.I(v’) above, one can quickly write down 
explicit bases for XT*-. 
A matrix A E da is said to be K-diagonal if and only if aij = 0 for all 
j # K(i). Equivalently, A E &n is K-diagonal if and only if AK is diagonal. 
2.4. Zf A is K-diagonal, then AA and AA are simultaneously diagonal, 
K-hermitian, and K-real. 
2.5. Zf A, B EG%?X~ [XX:-], then AB EG?Y~” ifand only zfAB = BA. 
This precludes any multipliciative structure (ring or algebra) on X2”. 
However, if A, B EG%%?,, [X3?,,-], then AB E%?%‘,,. It follows that every 
class of K-real matrices is an algebra. 
2.6. Zf A E %z” [XXn--] and B EXX~- [XXn], then AB EGG??- 
if and only af AB = BA. In contrast, if A ~3%” [X3%‘,,- ] and B EX.I,,- 
[XL%‘,,], then AB E JXLX?n-. 
2.7. Zf A EXIT [mn-] is nonsingular, then A-’ ~3s~ [XL%-]. 
In conjunction with 2.5 and 2.6, it follows that whenever defined, all integer 
powers of K-hermitian [K-real] matrices are K-hermitian [K-real]. 
In general, K-hermitian and K-real matrices are not normal. By 2.6, 
however, if A is K-hermitian, then AA* is K-hermitian if and only if A is 
normal. In contrast, AA* is always K-real whenever A is. Since the Moore- 
Penrose inverse can be written as A+ = A*p(AA*) for some polynomial p 
with real coefficients (cf. p. 526 of [4]), we obtain the following. 
2.8. Zf A EX%‘,,, then A+ E%%?“; if A EXG#$ is normal, then AC E 
X& 
2.9. Zf A EJX%~, then the determinant of A, det A, is real. 
2.10. Zf A EX%“, then the adjoint of A, adj A, belongs to 3Lzn. 
2.11. Zf A E A*, then there exist unique P, Q E XX” such that A = P + 
iQ. For P,Q E.XX~, we have P = $(A + KA*K) and Q =(l/Si)(A - 
KA* ZZ), whereas fn- P, Q E X3%‘,,, we have P=i(A + KKK) and Q= 
(l/BiXA - KKK). 
Note that this generalizes the decomposition 2.11 of [8] and the decompo- 
sition 2.11 of [7], as well as the Toeplitz (Cartesian) decomposition A = P + iQ 
with P, Q E J$ and the Hadamard (elementwise) decomposition A = P + iQ 
with P and Q real matrices. 
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For our next result, note that A[ p,, , P,~] denotes the principal subma- 
trix of A which retains both the rows and columns indexed by p,, . . . , P,~. 
2.12. Zf A EXX~, then for s = l,.. .,n, 2(;e have 
detA[p,,..., ~,~]=detA*[~(p~),...,K(p,)]. 
Zf A E X9,,, then for s = 1,. . . , n, we have 
detA[p,,..., ~,]=detA[K(p,),...,K(p,)] 
In particular, note that the sum of all principal minors of size s for 
A EXX” must be real. 
For a fixed K, an interesting relationship exists among the real vector 
spaces of K-real, K-hermitian, and symmetric matrices; viz., the intersection 
of any two of these spaces is contained in the third. Restating, we have the 
following. 
2.13. Zf A E An, then any two of the following three conditions imply the 
third: 
(1) A EX~,,. 
(2) A EXIT. 
(3) A is symmetric. 
3. SPECTRAL RESULTS 
The spectral theory for hermitian matrices leads to a different but related 
“perspectral” theory for perhermitian matrices (cf. [B]), but not for centroher- 
mitian or real matrices. (The transpose in the appropriate characterizations 
seems to be the missing ingredient.) For example, the spectrum of any 
hermitian matrix is a subset of the real line, but there is no proper subset of 
the complex plane which contains the spectrum of all perhermitian, centro- 
hermitian, or real matrices. By result 3.6 of [B], however, the perspectrum of 
a perhermitian matrix is a subset of the real line. III this section, we 
generalize these results and find that a much richer K-spectral theory exists 
for K-hermitian matrices than for K-real matrices. 
Since the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial for a matrix are 
sums of principal minors of the matrix multiplied by + 1 (cf. p. 157 of [lo]), 
result 2.12 yields the following. 
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3.1. If A EXE”, then the characteristic polynomial of A has all real 
coeflacients. 
3.2. lfAeX;I [XZn-] h as an eigenvalue h of algebraic multiplicity 
m, then A must also have h [ - X] as an eigenvalue of algebraic multiplicity m. 
Hermitian, perhermitian, and centrohermitian matrices are known to be 
similar to real matrices (cf. Theorem 2 of [l], result 3.3 of [B], and result 3.3 
of [7]). This generalizes to the following. 
3.3. If A EXX~, then A is similar to a matrix with all elements real. 
(This follows from Carlson’s Theorem 2 of [l].) 
A much stronger result holds for every class of K-real matrices; viz., for 
each fixed K, all K-real matrices are simultaneously similar to real matrices. 
Note that in the following result any nonsingular Q such that KQ = 0 will 
give the desired transformation and that infinitely many such Q’s exist. For 
example, we may take Q to be the matrix whose nonzero entries are 
specified as follows: for j = I, the diagonal element qjj = 1, and for 
j z I, the principal submatrix Q[j, ~(j>] = [ : J i] . 
There exists a nonsingular matrix Q E Jn such that Q - ‘AQ E 
kn&i’y and only if A E X9 
3.4. lf A E XIIn, then ait the elementary symmetric functions of A are 
real. 
Weaver [14] has studied the eigenvector structure for centrosymmetric 
matrices and has shown that (A, X) is an eigenvalue-eigenvector pair of a 
centrosymmetric matrix if and only if (A,Jr) is also. (Here, J refers to the 
permutation matrix corresponding to the permutation K(i) = n - i + 1.) The 
corresponding result for K-real matrices is as follows. 
3.5. lf A_ E X9”, then (A, x > is an eigenvalue-eigenvector pair of A q 
and only if (A,E) is also. 
The remainder of this section consists of a “K-spectral” theory for XX” 
which generalizes many of the results in Section 3 of [B]. We begin by 
defining a K-eigenvalue of a matrix A E J,, to be a zero of the polynomial 
det(AK - A). We shall refer to AK - A, det(AK - A), and det(AK - A) = 0 
as the K-characteristic matrix, polynomial, and equation of A, respectively. 
The set of all K-eigenvalues of A will be denoted by a,(A). Further, if 
A E u,,(A), we define a corresponding K-eigenvector to be a nonzero x E @” 
for which (AK - A)x = 0. Since this is equivalent to Ax = AKx, we have a 
specialization of the generalized eigenvalue problem AX = A&r (cf. [13] and 
pp. 251-265 of [5]). 
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Further, since K2 = I, we have that Ax = AKx if and only if KAx = Ax, 
so that (A, X) is a K-eigenvalue-K-eigenvector pair for A if and only if it is 
also an eigenvalue-eigenvector pair for KA. We thus obtain the following 
results. 
3.6. IfA EZX~ [ZZn-], then o,(A)cR [iiw]. 
3.7. Any set of K-eigenvectors corresponding to distinct K-eigenvalues of 
a matrix must be linearly independent. 
A matrix A E A,, is said to be upper [lower] K-triangular if and only if 
aij = 0 whenever i > a [i < K(j)]. Eq uivalently, A E k” is upper [lower] 
K-triangular if and only if AK is upper [lower] triangular. The elements a i Kcij 
are referred to as the K-diagonal elements of A. 
3.8. The K-eigenvalues of an upper or lower K-triangular matrix A E A,, 
are the K-diagonal elements of A. 
3.9. Every matrix A E d,, satisfies the K-characteristic equation of KA, 
and KA satisfies the K-characteristic equation of A. (This result follows 
directly from the Cayley-Hamilton theorem.) 
Just as the study of similarity transformations gives a greater understand- 
ing of matrix spectral theory, a knowledge of persimilarity transformations 
yields insights into perspectral theory (cf. Section 3 of [S]). These notions 
may be generalized by defining A, B E k” to be K-similar if and only if 
there exists a nonsingular P E kn such that B = KP - ‘KAP. Note that A is 
K-similar to B via P if and only if KA is similar to KB via P. 
3.10. Matrices that are K-similar share the same K-characteristic polyno- 
mial, and hence have the same K-spectrum. 
3.11. A matrix A E k” is K-similar to a K-diagonal matrix with the 
K-eigenvalues of A on the K-diagonal if and only if A has n linearly indepen- 
dent u-eigenvectors. In fact, we have KP -‘KAP = D with D K-diagonal $ 
and only if the columns of P are linearly independent K-eigenvectors of A. 
Since K-eigenvectors of A have their elements K-permuted when multi- 
plied by A (i.e., A(x, . . . x,)~~ = h(xKcl). . . x,(,))~~), it is natural to extend 
the concept of quadratic forms and perquadratic forms (cf. [8]) as follows. 
Given a matrix A E ..&, we define the function k*(x) = (XKCl, . . * iZKcn,> 
A(r, . . . x,)~’ to be a K-quadratic form in {x,,..., x,). This is easily seen to 
be equivalent to k,(r) = x*KAx; hence, the K-quadratic form for A is just 
the quadratic form for KA. 
3.12. The K-quadratic fnm k*(x) is real for all x E Q)” rf and only rf 
A E.ZX”. 
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A fc-hermitian matrix A is said to be positive K-definite [positive K-semi- 
definite] if and only if the generated K-quadratic form A*(X) is positive 
[nonnegative] for all nonzero x E C”. Further, we define det A[K(~~), 
. . ,K( p,)l p,, . , p,] to be a K-principal minor of order s of A. Note that this 
is the determinant of the submatrix of A obtained by retaining the rows 
numbered K(P~), . . . , ~(p,~) and the columns numbered p,, . . , P,~. 
3.13. A matrix A E xzn is positive K-definite [positive K-semidefinite] 
if and only if all K-eigenvalues of A are positive [nonnegative]. 
3.14. A matrix A E xx” is positive K-definite [positive K-semidefinite] 
if and only if all K-principal minors of A are positive [nonnegative]. 
3.15. Zf A l .22’2$ is positive K-definite, then A is diagonalizable with 
all real eigenvalues, and the inertia of A (i.e., the integer triple indicating the 
numbers of eigenvalues with positive, negative, and zero real part) is the 
same as the inertia of K. (This follows from Carlson’s Corollary 3 of [l] and 
the observation that A is positive K-definite iff KA is positive definite.) 
We observe that with the natural definitions, results may be obtained for 
K-unitary and K-normal matrices which are analogous to those for unitary 
and normal matrices. 
4. LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS WHICH PRESERVE Xx” 
We now address the problem of characterizing tc-real-preserving and 
K-hermitian-preserving linear transformations, i.e., linear transformations on 
J$~ which leave XX” invariant. We utilize the notation of Poluikis and Hill 
[I21 and of Oxenrider and Hill [ll]. Two bijections are defined from ((i, j): i, 
j=l ,.. . , n} to {l,.. ., n2} by [i,j]=(i-l)n+j and (i,j)=(j-l>n+i. 
These correspond to the lexicographical ordering [(i,j) < (r, s) iff i < r or 
(i = r and j < s)] and the antilexicographical ordering [(i,j) <(r, s) iff j < s 
or (j = s and i < r)], respectively, on ((i, j): i, j = 1,. . . ,n). 
As in [12], if Y is a linear transformation on Ju,, then we let (Y) E ..&z 
be the matrix representation of Y with respect to the basis of unit matices 
~Eij)i,j=l,...,n c A$, ordered antilexicographically. Intuitively this order may 
be thought of as transforming a matrix A E d” into vet A E C”* by stacking 
the columns of A into one big column vector (cf. 191 and [lo]). We then have 
vecF(A)= (F)vecA. 
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Using these bijections, we may define ri E Snz by R([i, j]) = [a, K( j)]. 
Note that since (i,j) =[j,i], we also have ri((i,j)) = (K(i), I). Also, 
since K is a product of disjoint transpositions (involutory), ri is also; hence, 
we may define ~K#“,z to be the set of n2 X 1~’ ri-hermitian matrices and 
3’3%‘~~ to be the set of n2 X n” K-real matrices. 
It is also useful to write T E A?“, in the block form T = (Tij) E AY~(AZ’~), 
where Tjj = (tt{.) E k, (i, j, r, s = 1,. . , n). Note that tX = tt,,r,,tj,,Y1 = 
t(r.l),(s.j)7 . hence, a quick calculation establishes the following. 
(*) T is k-real if and only if tL< = ~,~,.~,~,~ K(i)K(j) (i, j, r, s = 1,. , n), and T is 
K-hermitian af and only if ti{ = t~$~{~~ (i, j, r, s = 1,. . , n). 
Oxenrider and Hill [ll] have studied eight element reorderings of 
matrices in dn(&,) which naturally arise from rearranging the rows or 
columns, lexicographically or antilexicographically, into n X n blocks ordered 
lexicographically or antilexicographically. These reorderings may be defined 
by 
r(T): = t[i,jl,[r,S] = ti:> R(T); = t [r,5],[i,j]= Ci> 
As noted in [ 111, none of these reorderings preserve the matrix properties of 
determinant, rank, and trace, nor do they preserve normal, hermitian, or 
perhermitian matrices. All eight reorderings however, do preserve centroher- 
mitian matrices and give characterizations of centrohermitian-preserving 
linear transformations (cf. [7]). The reorderings r, 1Ir, R, and 0 have been 
used to characterize hermitian-preserving and perhermitian-preserving linear 
transformations (cf. [12] and [8]). 
The main results for this section split naturally into two theorems of 
parallel structure. Linear transformations which preserve K-real matrices are 
characterized in Theorem 4.1. These results can be specialized to the case of 
real-preservers (which do not seem to appear in the literature) as well as 
centrohermitian-preservers (cf. Theorem 4.1 of [7]). Linear transformations 
which preserve K-hermitian matrices are characterized in Theorem 4.2. 
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These results generalize a number of characterizations of hermitian-pre- 
servers found in [3], [6], [2], and [12] and of perhermitian-preservers found 
in [8]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let F be a linear transfmtion on .A?~. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
F is K-real-preserving. 
y is skew-K-real-preserving. 
ti/ = 
rs 
t K(iM.0 (i, j, r, s = 1 
K(r)K(s) 
(7 > is R-real. 
,..., n), where (9-j =((tX)). 
r((F)) is k-real. 
W(F)) is Z-real. 
CI((F)) [ = r((F)“)] is g-real. 
0((F)) [ = W((F)“)] is R-real. 
7X(Y)) is R-real. 
Z:((F)) is k-real. 
A((.Y>) is k-real. 
AC(F)) is C-real. 
The block matrix (F( Eij)) is Z-real. 
F* is K-real-preserving. - 
There exist A,,..., A,z E ..& with KA,K = A,o, (1 = l,.. .,n”) and 
G = (gij) EXSZ’,,~ fm which 
9-(X)= 5 gijAiXA;. 
i,j=l 
Proof. Characterization 2.l(v’) immediately gives (1) S+ (2). 
Using a proof technique analogous to Theorem 1 of [6] (viz. by computing 
F(E) for each element E in the basis for ZS?” listed in result 2.3, and 
forcing these to be K-real), we get (1) a (3). In performing this computation 
it is helpful to note that 
t;i p_i 1s ... t;,' 
cqE,,)= “4; “pi 1” . ) t;$ 
: -1 . . . . tli tW . . . ns ns tnj “S 
so that F(Erj) will be K-real if and only if t?i = t:t$. 
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The equivalence of (3) and (4) was noted in (*) above. 
Making use of (*) and the representation for l7 above, we have that 
r((F)) is k-real iff r((Y))x.= l.((Y))TrE$ (i,j,r,s=l,...,n) 
iff tir=tKCiJKCr) (i,j,r,s=l,..., h) I” K(J)K(S) 
iff (.Y> is k-real, 
thus establishing (5) CJ (4). A similar argument demonstrates the equiva- 
lences (6) ti (4) through (12) = (4). 
By Lemma 2 of [12] 
which gives (6) = (13). 
we have that the block matrix (Y( Eij)) = *\I( F)), 
Al so, since (Eij) is an orthonormal basis for An, we 
have that the matrix representaton of the Hilbert adjoint of Y is (Y*) = 
(,7)*. Since (( t:jy))* = ((ii:)), this yields (1) e (14). 
To establish (15) as a characterization of K-real-preserving, we shall 
demonstrate the validity of the two implications (15) j (1) and (6) * (15). 
Suppose that Y has the form indicated in (15) and that R is K-real. We then 
have 
K( F(R) )K = E gij( KAiK)( KRK)( @jK)* 
i,j=l 
i,j=l 
np 
= c gijAiRA; 
i,j=l 
=F(R), 
so that F(R) is K-real by result 2.lCii’); thus, X is K-real-preserving. 
For (6) * (15), suppose that q((Y)) is A-real, and let A,, . . . , A,2 be the 
unit matrices Eij ordered antilexicographically (i.e., Ati,jj = Eij). Letting 
G = W((Y)), we then have G E.XYZ~Z, KAci,j,K = KEijK = EKci),Kcj)= 
A(fr(i,,tccj,) = A&c(i, j)p and 
(9->= 2 g,,A,BA,, 
i,j=l 
where 8 denotes the Kronecker product. Since Et = E$ Proposition 12.1.4 
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of [lo] gives us that 
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9-(X)= 5 gijAiXA;, 
i,j=l 
and the result is established. n 
The following theorem, whose proof parallels that of Theorem 4.1, 
establishes several results whose specializations to the hermitian and perher- 
mitian cases have been overlooked in the literature, viz. characterizations 
(B&(11). We also note that in contrast to the K-real-preserving case of 
Theorem 4.1, (F) being ri-hermitian is independent of F being K-hermi- 
tian-preserving. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let ~7 be a linear transformation on &,. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) r is K-hermitian-preserving . 
(2) F is skew-K-hermitian-preserving. 
(3) t’j=tKK~~~?~~(i,j,r,s=l,..., n), where (F)=((tx,)). t-s 
(4) I’( ( F )) is K^-herrnitian . 
(5) q(( F)) is ri-hermitian. 
(6) CI((F)) [ = IX(Y)“)] is R-hermitian. 
(7) 0((F)) [ = q((F)“)] is R-hermitian. 
(8) r( ( .7 )) is ri-hermitian . 
(9) E:(( F)) is R-hermitian. 
(10) A(( Y)) is ri-hemitian. 
01) A( ( F )) is ri-hermitian . 
(12) 
(13) 
The block matrix (F( Eij)) is ri-hermitian. 
y* is K-hermitian-preserving. 
(14) There exist A ,, . . . , A,z Ed” with KA,K = A,(,, (l= l,..., n”) and 
G = ( gij) E J.‘CS$ fw which 
n2 
9-(X) = c gijAiXA; 
i,j=l 
Proof Characterization 2.1(v) immediately gives (1) a (2). 
Using a proof technique analogous to Theorem 1 of [6] (viz. by computing 
F(E) for each element E in the basis for JG!$ listed in result 2.3, and 
forcing these to be K-hermitian), we get (l)-(3). 
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Making use of (* 1 and the representation for r above, we have that 
r( (Y)) is ri-hermitian iff r(<Y>)x, = r((Y)) ::$::y) 
thus establishing (4) w (3). A simliar argument demonstrates the equiva- 
lences (5) = (3) through (11) w (3). 
By Lemma 2 of [12] we have that the block matrix ( Y( Eij)) = T(( F)), 
which gives (5) w (12). Also, since {EJ is an orthonormal basis for JZ~, we 
have that the matrix representation of the Hilbert adjoint of 9 is (Y* ) = 
(-7)*. Since (( tX))* = ((tit)), this yields (1) = (13). 
To establish (14) as a characterization of K-hermitian-preserving we shall 
demonstrate the validity of the two implications (14) * (1) and (5) * (14). 
Suppose that Y has the form indicated in (14) and that H is K-hermitian. 
We then have 
K( F( H))*K = 5 &j(KAjK)( KH*K)( KAiK)* 
i,j=l 
= y(H), 
so that r(H) is K-hermitian by result 2.1(n); thus, y is K-hermitian-pre- 
serving. 
For (5) * (141, suppose that W(Y)) is ri-hermitian, and let A,, . . , A,,2 
be the unit matrices Eij ordered antilexicographically (i.e., ACi, j) = Eij). 
Letting G = q((y)), we then have G EJ%?$, KA,i,j,K = KE,,K= 
EK(i),tc(j) = A(K(i),bc(j)) = A2c(i,j))> and 
(s7>= $. gijAj@A+ 
i,j=l 
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where 8 denotes the Kronecker product. Since E$ = E:;, Proposition 12.1.4 
of [lo] gives us that 
Y(X) = 5 gijAiXA;, 
i,j=l 
and the result is established. 
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